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This study is about the effectiveness of the drainage maintenance system over the flash flood. It is focus on the maintenance management of Local Authority for the drainage. Besides, it also the study to find out the main causes of flash flood.

The first objective of the study is to identify problems arise in the drainage maintenance system. The reason of flash flood may have start from drainage maintenance it self. Poor drainage maintenance could be the main reason for flash flood. Second objective is to study on the effectiveness of drainage maintenance system and its problem. The effectiveness of the maintenance is determine by the study on the policy, organization, planning, implementation and monitoring of the maintenance program. All the data should collected from the Local Authority such as MBSA who manage the drainage maintenance in its territory. Lastly, recommendation is given for the improvement the drainage maintenance system in order to avoid flash flood. The recommendation is try to find the best way to avoid flash flood. In order to find the best recommendation, all the staff of Local Authority and public should be ask for their opinion.